
Is your security team stuck playing a       
game of ‘Whack-a-Mole’ with phishing     
sites? 
 
There’s a better way to detect and deter phishing attacks. 
 
In the face of constant phishing attacks, most security teams play the game of              
‘whack-a-mole’. 
 
A malicious website appears, attackers steal customer data, the website is reported, and it’s              
eventually taken down. Yet another malicious website appears in its place, and the cycle              
continues. 
 
There’s often no way for your security team to know how many customers were affected by a                 
phishing attack, or who those customers were. This uncertainty allows phishers to access             
customer accounts undetected. 
 
We know that when phishers succeed, they try, and try again. 
 
But it doesn’t have to be this way. 
 
 
Autoseeder helps your security team take the fight to phishing          
attackers.  
 
It devalues and pollutes data harvested by attackers. Security teams use Autoseeder to             
target malicious websites with hyper-realistic fake customers based on patterns in Australian            
census data. This data is so convincing that phishers can’t distinguish between Autoseeder’s             
faked data and real customer data, allowing Autoseeder to pollute the fraudster’s haul with              
worthless credentials. 
 
Autoseeder behaves like a victim. Autoseeder uses a realistic browsing pattern and a             
new, location-appropriate IP address for each fake customer. Most connections look like            
they’re coming from a mobile phone on major Australian and New Zealand networks.             



Phishers can’t distinguish between connections coming from Autoseeder and connections          
from potential victims. 
 
Detect attempted phished account abuse. When an attacker attempts to use these fake             
credentials you’ll know immediately, giving your security team time to profile the fraudster’s             
connection and track any real accounts that may have been compromised. Proactively            
isolate and lock-down attackers before they gain access to customer accounts. 
 
It works with any phishing site. Phishers often change the way they build phishing sites               
and the kinds of data they try to collect. Autoseeder can intelligently parse any phishing site                
and seed it with appropriate fake data, undetected. Seeding activity is automated with             
oversight from security experts, with newly discovered form fields and data types used to              
enrich the Autoseeder database. 
 
All Autoseeder needs is a URL. Unlike other anti-phishing tools which can take your              
security team weeks to get up and running, all Autoseeder needs to run is the URL of a                  
phishing site. Autoseeder accepts URLs via our API or email — whatever works for your               
team. Take the next step by using the Autoseeder API to fully automate your phishing               
response. 
 
 
Become a tough target. 
 
 
Autoseeder provides instant early detection and deterrence of phishing attacks. By           
transforming your organisation into a difficult target and slashing the value of captured data,              
Autoseeder can measurably reduce fraud losses and cleanup costs. 
 
Talk to one of our security experts about trialling Autoseeder today at sales@cosive.com.  
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